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PRODUCTION of
EDIBLE PROTEIN from FRESH LEAVES

By

N. W. Prnrr
The study of plant viruses is the study of leaf protein; for not

only are all the knorrr viruses proteins, but to purify them it is
necessary to s€parate large amounts oI normal leaf protein from the
preparation. Since 1934 we have been engaged in this work and,
during the succeeding years, have become increasingly interested in
the proteins oI the normal leaf. In part this interest was stimulated
by war-time food shortages which made it important to see whether
leaf proteins could be used as human food and in part it was the
result of a recognition of their intrinsic biochemical importance.
The study of animal viruses was preceded by a fairly detailed know-
ledge of the properties of animal proteins and the behaviour of tissue
extracts, but during the early phases of work on plant viruses much
more wets known about the soluble proteins of the infected tobacco
leaf than about those of the normal leaf.

The idea that extracted leaf protein could be of nutritional and
industrial importance is not ne\f, (c.f. Pirie 1942 a and b) and when
work, in collaboration with the Food Investigation Board and
Imperial Chemical Industries, started in 1940 there was some past
experience to build on. Several patents covering leaf-protein
preparation had been taken out, some of them dealing with phen-
omena that have been well known since the pioneer studies of
Rouellet in U73, but all the experience had been gained on the
laboratory scale. No method had been worked out for handling
more than a few pounds of leaf and it seemed likely that the con-
version of laboratory-scale extractions and fractionations into a
large-scale process would prove dificult. It was easy enough to see
what we were trying to do; the only problem was how to do it.

During 1940 and 1941 therefore, a series of extraction tests was
made with fult-sized mills of many types. At first these tests were
based on the crudest empiricism but a few principles soon began to
emerge. On the one hand signif,cant amounts of protein are not
brought out of the leaf by simple pressrue, but on the other hand it
is not necessary to open each cell. Fine subdivision is indeed, a
disadvantage because it is more difficult to separate leaf fragments
from the dispersed protein the smaller the fraEments are. Some
subdivision, coupled with intimate rubbing and bruising of the leaf,
releases much oI the protein, and the rubbing is done as well by
rubbing leaf on teaf as by mbbing the leaves between two elements
of the machine. As il most large.scale operations the process
should be continuous both in theory and practice. The distinction
. Those who have worked orl leal protein recetrtly have trot been deeply

i[terested itr tie history o{ scieoce aad have not devoted rDuch atteotioa
to Rouelle Ilor even giwefl his itritids. I have ia the Past erroDeously
attributed this work to G. F. Roue[e but it was, in fact, done by his younter
blother Hilaire Marir vrho succe€ded to the demoNtratorshriP at the Jardin
du Roi in Paris on the elder Rouelle's death itr 1770.
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is imoortant. for some mills seem to be working continuously when
thev'are. in fact. fitlins up with resistant pieccs of 6bre' and this
mai, not be recoe-nized oi short runs. The rnill must cope with
occlion.l stones-for these will inevitably accompany agricultural
crops. Power consumption must be kept do*'n both for economy
and to avoid over-heating the charge. Unless a wasteful cooling
svstem is to be used, it iJ clear from first principles tlat the limit
comes at about 5O HP for a grinding rate of I ton ofwet crop per hour.
Pretiminary drying or adding large amounts of water to the croP
are both to be avoided if possibte.

This much became dea; by 1942 but then work along these lines
was stopped. The reasons for this decision were never made clear;
it is noi,'therefore, possible to express an opinion on tbeir validity.
At Rotharnsted, however, work continued on the laboratory scale
and the results were systematized by Crook (19'16) who finally
manased to extract 95 D€r cent ol the piotein in tobacco leaf by very
fine diniline and by niaintaining mila akdinity and low salt con-
centiation. - Crook 

-and 
Holden (1948) and others at Rothamsted,

using similar techniques, have separated Protein from about thirty
difieient specics of lelves in varying yield. and we now have enough-

exoerience to be able to tell from the appearance and feel of a leaf
wliat its protein content, and the extractability of that protein, is
likelv to be. This work was done with the idea of large-scale extrac-
tion (lirectlv in mind. but much of the other work of tbe Biochemistry
Departmeni also gives information about the seParation and frac-
tioiation of proteins from the leaf. Work on viruses and on pectase,

orotease. ceilulase. normal nucleoprotein and enzlrmes concerned
in the oxidation of manganese hL been described in successive
.{nnual Reports; we havi also described the action of commercial
proteol)'tic enzyrnes on Ieaf 6bre and the efiect of fertilizers on the
protein content of the leaf.- 

Protein is held in many different ways in the leaf and when one
parti,:ular leaf enz].Tne is being studied ielective methods of extrac-
iion ,rre an advant-age. Wlen, however, a bulk protein prep-aration
is wanted it is an advantage to get all out in one operation. fI ote-in

is held in the leaf in threi main wa1's' It may be dissolved in the
fluids liberated when the cell struiture is damaged by gdndin8;
it mav be present in the chloroplasts, nuclei and other microscopically
.".onilir^61" cell comoonenti: it mav be in the cell rvalls. The
inteisity of grinding wilt influence thi composition of the mixtur-e
hv varying ihe exGnt to which these componen-ts are 

-released'
Thc nuiriiional and physiological state of the leaf will also effect
the composition of the isola[ed Protein, because they affect the
ratios in which some difiercnt enilones occrrr (Holden and Tracey
l9l8) and it is reasonable to assumi that the Protein is largely made
of enzl.rnes.

Foi practical purpos€s a Protein may be said to be in solution
if it (toei not settie oit undei gravitv in-a few hours. Much of the
Drotein in a leaf extract is solubte initia-lly but coagulates after a
iew hours at room temperature. Many actions are probably involved
in this coaguJation ; some proteins iue so associated with enzyme-s

as to be inirinsically unstabL (Pirie 1950) some are probably clotted,
as milk is, by leai proteases (Tracey 1948), while some combine
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with tanrins and other leaf components and precipitate slowlv.
Changes of this ty'pe probably a.lso go on quickly dnd niav be respoi-
sible for some of the readily sedimenfable protein in extricts.
Chloroplasts and chloroplast iragments are easily separated from
the fibre of many leaves and these may make up the eieater part of
_the readily sedimentable protein in some extracts. In someleaves,
however, the chloroplasts do not readily separate from the leai
matrix and in some, precipitation by tannins-is so rapid that part
of the protein remains in the fibre. Holden and Tracei ugs0) Iiave
discussed the necessity for assuming that any signifiiant amounts
of protein are held in th6 cell walts. They f6unil that the ratio of
nitrogen to chlorophyll is nearly the sami in isolated chloroplasts
and in washed tobacco leaf fibre. There is no reason to thfu* that
protein in the cell wall would be associated with chtorophvll. It
is probable, therefore, that most of the introgen remaining in the
fibre is present as entangled chloroplasts and cfuoroplast frfiments.
Suggestions have been made that part of the lignin-of the l&f con-
tains nitrogen, but the total amount that is heldln this way is small.

In 1948 a grant from the Agricultural Research Council enabled
large-scale \i/ork to start again and the survey of existing machinery
was continued. Ten difierent designs of swing-hammer mill werl
tested under vaqring conditions and the conClusion was reached
that this method of grinding was not suitable because it depends on
mpact between an unsupported particle and the moving hammer.
Wet leaves are not shatieied by'this type of impact. besigrs in
which a_ compacted mass is rubbed or hii bars forced through"it, as
in the domestic meat mincer or the screw expeller, are sati;factorv
on a small scale but, because the ratio of surfice to volume changes
when the scale increases, they consume excessivc amounts of poier
when the scale is increased. The idea of continuous rubbing how-
ever, was attractive, so having found that none o[ the existini mills
would handle the soggy dough-like mass that results wheu- fresh
leaves are ground, a mill was designed that cannot clog and is
adjrlltable to the texture of the matarial being used.

The basis is a CMsty and Norris " coii sifter," designed to
separate coconut husk from fibrc, and is a drum 4 ft. 6 in. lons and
3 ft. in diameter with an axial shaft carnrine plain rectan-gular
beater arms. It was fed tangentially at oie ini and dischiged
radially at the other. Now it is fed axially at one end and dis-
charges tangentially at the other, ,.irany more beater arms have been
introduced. so that no space inside the drum more than I in. wide
is left urswept by an arm, and the arms have been modifi;d so that
some have propellor-shaped ends and the others U-shaped ends.
By varying the ratio of these two t,?es, the rate oI movement oI
the charge thtough the machine can be controUed to tet the correct
amount of grinding. There is no obstruction at the exit; material
comes out whatever its state of grinding when it has traversed the
mill._ This is an important distinction fiom most types oI hammer
mill because the charge generally has to stay inside until it has been
ground 6ne enough to get through a scree-n, Ground leaves soon
choke a srreen

The primary merit of this machine is that it works and has run
for many hundreds of hours at the Grassland Research Station
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$,ithout a breakd.own. But it is a makeshift and the next one should
be desimed from the beginning rather than adapted from an existing
machin"e. It should belmaller, it should be so ananged that it can
be ooened and cleaned easily, and it should be easy to rearrarge the
distribution of the two tyies of beater arm. I am con6dent that
the basic principle is sourd and, having made and tested 

-'l 
G l5.tpes

oi beater'arm,'that the beaters are ihe simplest possible' 
- 

When
fed ,,rith succulent crops it handles 4S tons an hour and takes

lG20 HP, but the rate bf working falls and the Power consumption
rises with drier crops. Good grass goes throuth at I ton an hour
and consumes 20 HP, grinding becomes more extravagant than thls
onlv rr,ith croDs that are so dry and mature that proteln extractron ls
uniatislactorv even in the laboratory.

In theorv-the amount of work ttiat has to be done in Srinding a
mass of leav'es is extremely small, so that in the earlier Phases of this
work there was alwals th; hope that a much more efficient axran-ge-

-"nt *ist t be found- So fai nothing has made it seem likely that
fhis \a'i[ ;rove Dossible and all the other arrangements consume more

oo*"r. 'ft...i has carried out some (unpublished) experiments in
ivhich a weiehi was dropped on to 20 g lots of grass and the per-

centage of piotein liberated was measured after different amounts of
*-i i"a tkn done. Satisfactory liberation required 6 x lOe ergs'

If this could be replicated on a large scale, it would T"-1 thll 3
orindine rate of I ton per horu would take a little over l0 HP' which
Suig.rti tt^t stamping mills would merit more thorough investi-
saiion than thev have yet received." In this conirection- it is interesting to consider what success

animals have had io solving tlris problem. The bullock grinds
srass with its teeth and tongue. Figures for its performaace are

iomewhat aDDroximate, but ihe ones given have been chosen so as

to favour thi efficiency of the bullock rather than the reverse'
The iaw muscles of an 11 cwt' animal weigh 5lb. and its tongue also
weiehs 5 lb. This weieht is not all muscle used for chewing, but
tr" iitt ass"me that it is-and also that its rate of working is 0 '01 HP
oer oound. This is the rate that Grav (1936) Iourd for the strenuous
i,ondition. of dogs running on a treadmill and men rowing; it is,

iherefo.e, certaiily a greiter rate than would be--compatible with
the olacid exoreiion -of a chewing br-rtlock. We may be sure,

therdfore, that not more than 0'l HP is being expended during
8 hours in which it collects grass and chews it roughly and th,e furthjr
8 in which it chews the cud' After this the mass has about the
consistencv at which we aim for satisfactory protein extraction'
The bulloik eats 301b. dry matter or 150 lb. of fresh grass during
the 16 hou$, so that its 0 'l HP machinery is handling material ,at
9.4 lb. an hour. To get a rate of I ton pdr hour by repticating the
same machinery we iould need 2.240 0 l/9 4 : 24 HP. The
actual rate of working may be only half this but it would seem that
the course of evolution has not produced a mechanism much more

efficient than our hasty adaptation.
The problem of pressing ihe juice from the ground leaf mass does

not seem to be so nearly solved. On the laboratory scale it rs easy'
and on a large scale it-is also easy if small molecules are the only
valuable com-ponents oI the extract. But much of the leaf protein
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is present as particles up to 5!. in diameter and such particles are
easily held back by tightly compacted masses o{ fibre. Arrange-
ments that expose large bulks of material to high pressures are not
therefore well adapted to our purpose. Moderate success has been
achieved with a machine made at the National Institute for Agricul-
tural Engineering. This has a perforated steel drum which ii sup-
ported on three rollers inside it. Opposite each roller a larger wooden
roller presses the drum on the outside, these outside iollers are
&iven and carrlr the drum around by fiiction. Ground leaves are
fed on to the outside of the drum and are caried bv it under each
of the three wooden rollers in tum so that at each niijuice is pressed
through the drum and into a tray inside. With thii slmple arra-nge-
ment many tons of juice have been made but it is difficult to keep
the layer of material on the drum even and the time during which
pressure is applied in passage through the nips is too short for the
juice to run away effectively.

Juice is so easily pressed by hand Irom minced leaves enclosed
in a- cloth and it is so easy, by continual hand Fessing, to get a
Product containing only 65 per cent of water, that it is tempting to
underestimate the problem of large-scale juice extraction. The
pressure applied by hand is only about 3O lb. per sq. in., but it is
mainta.ined for many seconds, the charge ii continually being
rearranged, so that new parts are brought near the filtration surface
by 6nger action. This is not an action that it would be easy to
simulate rvith a machine, but it should not be needed if the thickness
of the layer being pressed is kept small. With this in mind, new
designs for a press are being discussed and in them three principles
stand out clearly ; the layer, after pressing, should not be more than
I in. thick; pressure should be maintained for a few seconds; there
should be no movement between the charge under pressure and the
filtration surfaces, There are so many ways of achieving these
desiderata that we carl be conlident of success as soon as sustained
work on the problem starts.

Any robust press designed to work quickly will allow some leaf
hatments to pass through into the juice, so that a further stage of
straining is needed before the protein can be separated. This
presents no difficulties. The protein is then coa8ulated by heat or
by adding acid. With many batches of juice, acid gives the better
leld; it also gives a purer product but one that is more difficult to
handle because it is frnely divided. If heat is applied rapidly with
live steam, the curd is coarse and easiJy filtered off. From this
state on the protein is handled by normal chemical engineering
methods. So far the substances remaining soluble in water after
heating or acid coagulation have b€en discarded but, as is welL
knowa, the leaf at various staEes in its growth contains valuable
amounts of carbohydrate, and non-proteir nitrogen part of which
appear in this juice. It is therefore, essential that methods of using
it should be explored.

By this sequence of grinding and pressing it is easy to tet out in
the form of protein a quarter of the nitrogen in leaves containing
more than 2 .6 per cent of nitrogen and possible, by rewetting the
pressed mass and pressing again, to get out a third. The yield is
lower than that reached in the laboratory but this is to be expected.
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The remainder oI the nitrogen is either soluble or else it remains as

unextracted orotein in the pressed residue' There would be obvious
advantages ii getting this-out also; the question of how much it is
economiE to eiract depends simply on the costs of extraction com-
oared with those oI erowine moie le"t es. Further grinding is an

ibvious step but as 
-already mentioned it ha-s defects. We have

made a fairiv throueh studv of the enzl'rnic degradation o[ leaves
(Holden. Pirii and Tiacev t550), maintv because of an interest in the
l]beration of vimses, but-also with the application to protein extrac-
tion in mind. The enzlrmes used were juices or extracts from snails
and various funsi; th-ese woutd hardJy be practical lo-r lar-ge-scale

use but the woii< showed that leaf residues were easily digested.
In oractice it woutd be easiest to seed the mass of leaf residue with
a cilture of a cetlulase producing rnicro-organism and to let growth
and fibre dieestion proceed togelher. Hitherto cellulase bas been

.n ,rr"r-nibly t egiected enz1.'rne, but during t}le past few years it
has begun to i'et ihe attention that its academic and practical
interest warrants.

Protein which it is not economic to extract from the fibre will
not, bowever be wasted' Cattle eat the residue readily, both when

it is fresh and after drying, and it is very easy to ensile. The idea of
drying it as winter feed is particularly attractive because although
thi niiroeen content is eenerallv onlv I '5 to 2 per cent, it is economt-
cat to dri and is satisfictorilv'handled by a rotary drier' Normal
orass dniins is not the unquaiified success it was expected to be and
Xne reas"on is that the Drot;in content of a leaf is approximately Pro-
oortional to its water iontent. The more worthwhile it is to make
ihe dried oroduct. therefore, the more water has to be dried off to get

it. Thus'really good leaves with 4'8 Per cent of N on the d.q/ matter
mav contain 9il ier cent of water when cut, whereas those with only
2 .4" per cent may contain only 75 Per cent of wafer; 

-to 
get a- ton of

drv matter from" the former necessilates drying ofl 13 tons of water
.n'd. f.o* the tatter 3 tons. The former is an extgme case; much
of the dricd " $ass " at present being made in Br-iE)in is of the low
oualitv of the iatter. But if there rvere that extension in the use of
firti[lers and irrieation water that is widely, and rightly, advocated
much more of r hJ material coming to the driers would have such a
hish nitroeen and water conteni as to make d5ring doubtfully
ecEoomic, 

"Many proposals have been made for resolving the
dilemma that th; b6ttei the technique used in growing a forage crop
the more expensive it becomes to dry it. To them we may add- the
nrorosal that the croD should first be processed to gct out much of tlre
iroi-'in and most of'the \tater, s,o t6at only the residue containing
lbout 65 per cent of water, would be dried. The proPosal is that
prorein prtparation should be a suPPlement to grass drying' lt,is
iasy to ma[e a rough estimate of the Protein and water content ot a
batih of leaves visually, and each load that arnves at a Processlnt
station should be sent ;traight to the drier if it is oI low qualit-,- but
should be used first for protein production if it is,of high quality'

One of the difficultiei encouritered in the introduction of modern
aericultural methods into undeveloped areas is the lack oI power to
nln tractors and pumps. The residue of leaves from which protein
has been extracted miiht be a valuable fuel. It could be used either
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directly or after {ermentation to give alcohol or methane ; the first
course is simpler and more economical and the granular texture of
the residue as it comes out of a press make it much more suitable for
mechanical handling than the other agricultural wastes with which
it is sometimes proposed that furnaces should be stoked. Research
is already going on on the design of engines to run on low grade fuel ;
it would seem that this is one of the fuels that should be tried.

The advantage of developing these techniques for separating
protein from leaves depends on three propositions: That the leaf
is the best place to look for further supplies of protein : That the
protein and other components of the leaf are of more yalue to us
after they have been separated from each other than they were when
they were mixed: That there is no better method of making the
separation. There will be little argument about the first, all the
terrestrial protein sources now used on a large scale, e.g., beans, meat
and milk depend on the leaf. Yeasts and some other micro-
organisms can make protein directly from ammonium salts or even
from atmospheric nitrogen and fish depend mainly on alga and
unicellular plants, but these sources should be looked on as comple-
ments rather than as altematives to leaf protein. The only unusual
feature of leaf protein separation is the intimacy with which the
useful and the less useful parts are mixed in the starting material,
In principle it is comparable to such well established separations as
grain from chaff, oil from oil seeds and sugar beet tops and crowns
from sugar beet, These separations are well known to be advantage-
ous because by them the value of at least one of the products is
enhanced. If leaves are to be used as a source of protein in the
human diet, the only alternative would be to gro$r' leaves with an
exceptionally high protein content. Research on the conditions
needed for a plant to produce high protein leaves regularly and a
search for the species that can be easily made to do this would be
both interesting and valuable, but for some time it is likely to be
easier to grow a lower quality leaf and then to separate the digestible
protein from the indigestible fibre. These are all issues that have
been argued at Breater length elsewhere (Pirie 1951, 1952, 1953).

Under existing conditions there are two rnin ways in which the
separation is brought about. In the plant, the growth of seeds and
tubers entalls the translocation of protein, so that the frbre remains
in the seri: leaf and the protein appears in a digestible form along
with fat and carbohydrate, Ruminant animals also separate the
protein for us when they feed on leaves. Each process involves
waste and the waste is especially great $rith animals because their
value as sourccs of concentrated protein is a consequence of the fact
that they are even more wastelul of carbohydrate than they are of
protein. It is this fact that enables a bullock to lay down meat
containing 60-70 per cent protein, in terrns of dry matter, when fed
on a diet containing only 10 per cent. Few will dispute that the
products oI animal conversion have more gustatory appeal than the
products made from leaves are likely to have in the near future, but
culina4r enterprise can often bring about surprising changes.
Furthermore a policy of leaf-protein production would probably not
diminish the amount of food available for animals. FiGt, there
would be low-trade batches of protein suitable for pig and chicken
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food : second. there would be the leaf residue suitable for cattle food'

" JiliJ, iljf liotein production depends on the growing ot high
oualitv leaf. With leaiv crops the improvements of quality -by

-"rr,riit n. irrieation and frequent cutting would be accomPanred

hv a totii inciase in vield both of protein and dry rnatter' I hrs

iri..ease, it is true. could be achieved without the further step ot

-.f.,".'f""f protein. but the idea has never proved particularly

^iio.t'ir" 
be&use such intensely cultivated crops tend to have too

fri"ir 
" "tot"in 

.o"tent for any but the most productive milking cows'
"lhdse advantaees have'natura.lly not escaped general notlce

and several comme-rcial projects {or making protein or protern con-

centrates have been start;d. 
- 

lnformation about these proiects ls -not
;il;;;;;il" obtained but they seem to have the common defect

in.i'"r "it"ilrt 
is made to get out the protein in one operation and

to use one maihine for all types of leaf. In practicethe attempt does

,oi ro"""ea and the crop is passed several times through t}te same

-actrine- noUers and'oil eipe[ers or modifications of them are

*"ii-""*-""ty used. Thereieems to be no advantage in passing

the charse throueh the same machine twice rather than Passmg lt

";;;";..i;l; irr.o"ueh two machines, or even three, each designed

i* tfr" 
"titi"ut"t'iob 

to b" done. ,4 btioti iI is unlikely that a

machine'which is eitrcient at grinding leaves would also, be eflicient
at seDaratins the iuice from-the ground mass' All the evldence

f.om'our owi worli and the work oi others suggests that it is better

to start with an adjustabte mill that can Produce an -aPProxrmately
itandard oroduct from a wide range of raw materials. and then,to
feed this'oroduct into a press' Research is still needed unt a

*"it"iii" '"nii n.. U.un birltt. luls work can with advantage be

i.-" bu *rron" who knows the starting material, knows the aim,
and ha! th; enthusiasm to do it. The results \"ill bear the same

[i.tio"tnio to ttt. final desier that Trevethick's steam engines bear

io tto." "i"a 
now and thi metamorphosis witl -call for the.most

expert available engineering skill, but some sort ot workrng uflt ls a

necessary first steP.- --b"S,i"t in. *oik th.t is needed on the machinery there is also

much scooe for botanical and agricultural work First there rs the
choice of'croo. Hitherto a forage crop has had to have a texture
an<[ flavour aicceptable to stock. 

- A mill is less exacting and opens

""- 
wiae Uotanic"l possibitities. tr[ost of the necessary research to

tla *fri"t otants give the biggest return of dry rnatter and extract-
able oroteii Der a-cre can be done o.t small scale plots' tsut on-ce

some^ conclusions have been reached they need confrmation by
i^r""-.J" extraction. Dartly to confirm the taboratory results and

;;i;; *.t enoueh'irotein to be sure that it has the exPected

i*dii. 
"411-. 

- 
it rian be that no crops better than those already in

,r.", 
"iih". 

in Britain Lr overseas, will be found at an early stage m

the work but the standard crops offer much scoPe lor vanatron'
The effect oI Iertilizers and irrigation is already being- actrvely

.t"ai"J.t notfr.*sted; this wor[ could usef.ully be suPPlemented
;;;-;t"A; ;i th. extractabititv and quality ;f the Protein' All
tie leafv i,ericultural wastes also need examination as do Plants
i".H "t'ut.iL"n 

and sedges that grow on uncultivated areas.
Work on the large-scale extraction of leal protein has now been
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going on in an uncertain manner with support from various Govern-
ment deparhnents for thirteen years. It seems to have got to a
stage at which, with litue more efiort, a conclusion could be reached
and machinery designed which would be suitable tor use both in
Britain and overseas.
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